)4                                    PHYSICS OF THE AIR
temperature t} and assumed pressure p.    For 0° C. and normal gravity G (that is, the value of gravity acceleration at sea level at latitude 45° N.),
Ho = 7991 meters. Therefore H} or, specifically,
H0 = 7991 ^meters. y
Hence, substituting in equation (5), and measuring in meters,
l - 0.378
p   - '      r+~at       G" Integrating this from ho, p0 to h, p, we have
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(7)
However, the exact integration is not practicable, since t and the ratio w/p both are more or less irregular and variable functions of h. The value of g is also a function, but, for any given place, a fixed one, of h. Nevertheless, when the coincident values of p, t, and w are closely known, as they may be, it is possible to determine with equal accuracy the corresponding values of A; that is, to obtain an approximate solution of the above equation. This, of course, is most accurately done by dividing the total height into intervals over each of which t and the ratio w/p both change very nearly uniformly.
If at the elevation hQ we have the ratio wQ/p(} and at h the ratio w/p} then, when h — ho is not too great, we may, with but little error, assume the ratio constant and its value for the interval in question to be
w
Also, if the temperature varies approximately uniformly between the given levels, we can assume, again with but little error, the mean, tm, of the two limiting temperatures to be that of the whole layer between h and A0. Finally, as the value of g changes but little through all attainable levels in the atmosphere, its mean value, gm, between the two levels, may be used as a very close approximation.
Hence, with all these approximations,
h - 7991 lo n - /yyi io
It will be noticed that since 1 + at = T/273, in which T is the absolute temperature, TV/273 should, theoretically, be used in place of

